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Pand o f professors, œunselor anal^^ school shootings
Kristen Marschall
MUSTANC; DAILY

2(K)l:Two lives lost and 13 wounded in Santee, Calif.
2(K)5: 10 lives lost in Red Lake, Minn.
2(K)7: 33 lives lost in Blacksburg,Va.
It was April 16 when those 33 lives were lost in the
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
shooting and three Cal Poly students found themselves
discussing the turn of events. Lizzy LaMotte-Mitchell,
Ruth Osorio and Jen Ledbetter wanted io explore the
issues beyond what the media showed.Thus, Wednesday s
school shooting panel discussion was created.

Three faculty members and a Counseling Center psy
chologist comprised the panel that answered students’
questions on the emotional responses, media attention
and causes of school violence that have accompanied
recent school shootings. More than 25 students gathered
in the San Luis Lounge to hear what they had to say.
“We thought it was important to start a dialog on
campus,” said LaMotte-Mitchell, who decided to do her
senior project on school shootings.
The event hit home for two panel members.
Religious studies professor Stephanie Stillman, special-

A psycholo
gist from the
Counseling
Center and
three profes
sors discussed
the causes
and efiects of
school shoot
ings.
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see Panel, page 3

Iranian Speaker
addresses Cal Poly

W hen
paying
attention
pays off

Daniel Seguin
MUSTANC; DAILY

Knowing multiple lan
guages may help students
understand the world from
different perspectives and
could get them better jobs
after college.
Brooke Robertson
MUSTANC. DAILY

The unfortunate destiny of
people who only speak their
native language is one of isola
tion, described Brian Kennelly,
modern languages and literatures
department chair and French
professor. “You’re doomed to be
washed up on some mono-lan
guage patch of sand in a much

with Spanish-speaking families
when she graduates.
“I really like to work with
that culture,” she said.
Students are often required to
enroll in second language cours
es if they desire to take advan
tage of study abroad opportuni
ties in non-English speaking

Nobel Peace Prize winner, celebrated
author and political activist Shirin Ebadi
spoke Tuesday night to 1,000 attendees at the
Performing Arts Center.
Reza Akh.ivain, an electrical engineering
senior and president of
Persian Students of Cal
Poly, introduced the
evening’s honored guest
speaker by delivering a
quote that he said
summed up the essence
of the woman in ques
tion.
Î
“Dr. Ebadi has worked
to give a voice to those
Shirin Ebadi
with no voice,” Akhavain
said.
During the 90 minutes that followed, Ebadi
delivered a speech punctuated throughout by
studious silence, agreeable laughter and thun
dering applause.
Early in the speech, the audience roared
with applause after Ebadi extolled the positive

see Languages, page 2

see Fhadi, page 3
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Professor John Thompson co-teaches a French cooking class every spring. Taught entirely in
French, students get to cook everything from crepes to soups every week for lab.
more interesting ocean,” he said.
Kennelly described language
as being connected to every
aspect of life, from everyday
communication and traditions to
art, literature, him, business and
politics.
Many students study language
because they are interested in
traveling and experiencing other

cultures.
“I’m kind of like the transla
tor for the family,” child devel
opment junior Lauren Ambrose
said of traveling through Latin
America. Ambrose is currently
pursuing a Spanish minor which
she hopes to use both while she’s
traveling and in her future
career. Ambrose plans to work

M att Taylor wants to strengthen the ASI/student link
l STA?i*.lMIUr
M

Isaiah Narciso
MUSTANO DAILY

Business senior Matt Taylor thinks that he
has the (it) factor that the next Associated
Students Inc. president needs to succeed.
Taylor feels that he can meet the demands
of ASI and lead a normal student life at the
same time.
“I’m a pretty normal person,” Taylor said.
“ I am really involved in ASI, and I want to
better the college experience. I want to
bring better communication (between stu
dents and ASI).”
If elected as ASI president,Taylor wants to
continue the work left by Todd Maki. He
wanted to ensure that the link remains
strong between C'al Poly students and the

3-PART SERIES

This is the third installment o f a threepart profile on the A S I candidates.

local population.
“We need to have that link so we can
keep working on projects,” Taylor said.
Taylor noted that the strong relationship
between the students and the community is
needed so both sides can get what they
want. He cited the extended bus schedule as
a result of this connection.
As another of his campaign points, Taylor
thought that ASI should cater more to the
students than it does now. He noted that he
wants to use the latest technology like pod

casts to get ASI’s word out to the student
population.
“I want to make sure that ASI is pointed
in the right direction,” Taylor said. “I want
to make it so that we’re more involved with
the students. We have to make sure the link
between the students and their leaders is
there.”
Based on his interaction with other stu
dents, Taylor said that the major issues for
Cal Poly students included overcrowding at
the recreation center and campus dining.
But he reminded students that neither he
nor ASI itself can guarantee results
overnight.
“Those are problems that can’t be solved
see Taylor, page 2
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in one term,” Taylor said.
As a current member on the
AS I Board of Directors, Taylor
proudly mentioned the organiza
tion’s response to high textbook
prices.This is also an issue that he
will mention m his campaign to
be ASl president.
“ASI has passed a resolution
that asks teachers to get their
book orders in earlier, so that the
bookstore has more time to order
these books, so that the prices are
cheaper,” he said.
Taylor also wants to assure stu
dents that they have the right to
graduate in foor years. He said
that he has tried to work with the
provost office and Academic
Advising Council to relieve some
of the harder graduation require
ments.
“ I have no problem with you
staying if you want to enjoy the
college experience,” Taylor said.
“But if you can’t graduate, and

you want to graduate in four
years, that should be a right to
you.
Although he had no previous
leadership experience back in his
Jesuit high school in San Jose, C'al
Poly changed his perspective on
student government.
“Once I got into Cal Poly, 1
started looking at it and thought
this was something I wanted to
do,” Taylor said. “When 1 was a
junior, I decided to get involved,
and I’ve been loving it ever
since.”
To get his message out, Taylor
plans to harness the power of
podcasting for his campaign, as
well as selling T-shirts and holding
a tri-tip dodgeball tournament.
He promised to start working on
the job immediately if elected as
ASl president.
“Once you’re voted in, that
shouldn’t be all that matters,” he
said. “When you’re voted in, that’s
when your job starts. Your job
doesn’t end when they pass out
the ballots.”

BRENNAN ANGEL MUSTANG DAILY

French cooking is one of many classes available to students interested in studying a foreign language. The
class incorporates learning how to cook and how food plays a role in French culture.
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countries, including Cal Polys Spain
Study Program.
Agribusiness sophomore Hayley
Maynard plans to use her Spanish
minor when she studies in Chile
next spring semester.
“I hope not many people speak
English,” she said, wanting to
improve her Spanish skills while she’s
there.
Others uke courses to fulfill a
major requirement or to increase
their chances of getting accepted
into a graduate program. Many grad
uate schools have second language
requirements due to the fact that
important research is frcquendy pub
lished in non-English books and
Journals.
Many take courses for languages
they already speak in order to
enhance speaking and writing abili
ties. The courses also provide a
greater understanding of cultural his
tory and an opportunity to explore
native arts and literatures.
Still other students learn second
languages in older to make them
selves more marketable to employers.
Maynard recently attended a job
fair for agribusiness students in
which none of the companies asked
about her grade point average.
Instead, “they all wanted to know if
we spoke another language,” said
said.
Kennelly painted a picture of a
Cal Poly business student who only
speaks American (English, he said, is
what people speak in England):
“Companies (that) students want to
work for aren’t based in the United
States or won’t be,” Kennelly said.
“You’re going to need to communi
cate in the language of that culture in
order to succeed.”
Kennelly agreed that a busi
nessperson may be able to travel
abroad, speak American and make a
sale, but he or she will not under
stand some aspects of culture which
can create more personal relation
ships. I )iiring a business dinner in
France, for example, “Would you
know it’s inappropriate to talk about
business until the dessert course?”
Kennelly asked.

Making the effort to learn anoth
er language and understand a coun
try’s culture will give travelers more
respect and credibility in the eyes of
natives, Kennelly said.
He emphasized that people work
with whom they are comfortable
with, and therefore, employers hire
workers who they are compatible
with.
“Languages facilitate communica
tion, and there’s no way you’re going
to make a connection with someone
without communication,” Kennelly
said.
He said it’s important for students
to give themselves an edge when
applying for jobs. This can be
achieved through immersion into
different areas of study, whether it be
through language classes, internships,
or minors in other fields.
Not only are languages important
in the world of business, they also
affect day-to-day life.
“Languages are alive, evolving and
impacting decisions and foreign poli
cies,” Kennelly said. It’s necessary to
be able to communicate and relate
with other cultures in order to truly
understand what’s going on in the
world, he added.
As Americans, “we’ve tended to
believe the rest of the world needs to
come to us and do things on our
terms,” Kennelly said. But in this
^obal world, he emphasized, “It’s
becoming increasingly more difficult
to maintain that arrogant posture.”
In order for the United States to
maintain its position as a superpower,
Kennelly said the country needs to
be in dialogue with the rest of the
world.
“To be unable to deal with anoth
er person’s culture and their own
terms is detrimental,” Spanish pmfessor William Martinez said.
Studying another language is “the
best way of learning about other peo
ples’ cultures and at the same time
learning about your own,” Martinez
said. Students of language study and
view culture from an outside per
spective, which in turn can lead to a
deeper understanding of their own
cultures as they are able to step into
other peoples’ shoes and examine
their own customs, traditions and val
ues fnnn another viewpoint.
Spanish is the language to learn for

California residents, Martinez said.
Students of all majors would benefit
fixim learning the language.
California is home to more than
12.4 million
Spanish-speakers,
according to the 2(XX) Census. There
are currendy more Spanish-speakers
in the United States than speakers of
French, Hawaiian, and the various
Native-American dialects combined,
as stated in the Census.
“Pretty much anyone in California
should know Spanish,” said agribusi
ness senior Andrew LaGraff, who is
currendy enrolled in his first Spanish
course.“! hear Spanish every day,just
around town.”
If students think they enroll in
“foreign” language courses, they are
mistaken. Kennelly hates the term,
not only because it perpetuates an “us
versus them opposition,” but because
language is everywhere, he said.
The modern languages and litera
tures department offers classes in
Spanish, French, German, Italian,
Japanese and Mandarin Chinese.
Majors must take classes in Spanish,
with a choice of either French or
German as a required second lan
guage. Minors are offered in Spanish,
French, and German.
Kennelly said Cal Poly doesn’t
offer nearly e n o u ^ language cours
es.
“That’s not a criticism; that’s an
opportunity,” he said.
Maynard, who wants to learn
Greek, agreed.
“I really want to go (to Greece),”
she said. “I Google pictures of it all
the time.”
Kennelly grew up in South Africa,
which has 11 official languages. In his
lifetime he has learned Afrikaans,
isiXhosa, Latin and French.
“In this country you’d be consid
ered a wiz kid or unique,” he said of
his knowledge of languages. Kennelly
hopes that attitude will change.
Some of Kennelly’s goals as
department chair are to expand C^al
Poly’s Asian language course offerings
and establish French as a main lan
guage choice for majors in addition
to Spanish.
“Languages are the way human
beings communicate,” Kennelly said.
“You can restrict your communica
tion channel to English and miss out
on a lot of fun.”
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Ebadi
continued from puge I

wisdom ot keeping government
and academia issues separate.
“ 1 certainly hope that the mis
judged policies of the Iranian gov
ernment, as well as the misguided
policies of your government here,
will not affect academic and cul
tural e.xchanges and issues,” Ebadi
said.
Toward the end of her speech,
Ebadi was asked her opinion con
cerning the strain between Iran
and the United States.
Ebadi's response was simple and
the audience response was imme
diate.
“The biggest problem between
Iranian and U.S. relations is the
two current presidents,” Ebadi
said.
Faryal Saiidnia, a civil engineer
ing senior and the social chair of
Persian Students of (kil Poly, said
that bringing Ebadi to Cad Poly
involved quite a bit of time and
energy.
“We actually started the process
during spring quarter of last year,”
Saiidnia said. “One of our mem
ber’s parents actually hand-deliv
ered the invitation to her in Iran.
In December, we got the go-ahead
that she would love to speak at C'al
Poly.”
Negisa Taymourian, a business
junior and secretary of I'ersian
Students o f C'al Poly, said that
Ebadi’s speech left her enlightened
toward women’s issues.
“ I definitely felt that I had a lot
to learn from Dr. Ebadi’s speech,”
Taymourian said. “The laws that
she stated as examples of the status
that women have in Iran were
something that 1 wasn’t even aware
of.”
Ebadi’s accomplishments are
numerous.
Ebadi was awarded the 2003
Nobel Peace Prize for her work in
the area o f human rights and
equality.
Among several other published
novels, she is the co-author of the
2000 autobiographical memoir.
“ Iran Awakening.”
Her political activism defending
the rights o f women and children
alike has garnered worldwide
attention.
After earning a doctorate in law
from the University of Tehran,
Ebadi became one of the first
female judges in Iran.
Uetween 197.S and l ‘>7‘>, Ebadi
became president of the citv’ court
of Tehran.
Ebadi said she is passionate
about her beliefs, her ideals and the
causes in which she chooses to
become involved.
Ebadi readily admits that she is a
controversial figure, especially
within her o\vn country. The two
burly bodyguards that accompany
her are testament to her safety pre
cautions.
In the speech, Ebadi talked
about some of the retaliation she
has personally experienced for her
views.
“I have been to prison once
before. I have evaded a number of
assassination attempts,” she said.
“Thank the Lord I am here with
you tonight, God only knows what
will happen when I leave tomor_
row.

Panel
continued from page /

i/es in what shapes Aiiicrii ans'iiicmones of school sluHitings —particul.irly the Chiluiiibine incident.
Stillman herself is from l.ittleton,
C'olo., the site of the P W shootings,
and is writing a book about its after
math.
“In the c.ise of C’olumbine, it
becomes very intellectual. It’s more
of the mind than of the heart,”
Stillman said of her studies on the
subject.
“With Virginia Tech, I h.id much
more of an emotional reaction
because of my students. 1 wondered,
if someone came in, how could 1
move the desks in the room? Would
there be an open window?”
Additionally, Jodi Jacques, a grad
uate professor in the (aillege of
Education’s counseling program,
received her master’s degree from
Virginia Tech.
“It’s been interesting to watch the
news and know where the shootings
happened on campus,” she said.
O f her former university and Cal
Poly, she said there are few differ
ences between the two polytechnic
universities in small towns.
“Having been in Hlacksburg and
having been in San Luis ... it’s very
ironic because lilacksburg has very
much the same meaning to me,” she
said.
The tnher two panel members,
psychology professor Linden Nelson
and CTiunseling Center psychologist
Barbara Gilbert, said school shoot
ings are incredibly difficult to pre-

I www.mustan3daiiy.net

vent.
“Everyone says, ‘there were signs
all along,’ but those signs could be
there and nothing happens,” (îilbert
said. “While we all have this aggres
sion ill us, we have empathy too.
We’re all aggression-prone to some
extent.”
“If the key is to identify that col
lege student that’s going to be vio
lent, I’d say forget about it,” Nelson
said, adding that what needs to be
done to prevent such a scenario
should take place an earlier age, such
as elementary school or junior high.
Jacques said students become
accustomed to taking tests as early as
third grade and their level of stress
becomes increasingly high.
“Kids are not allowed a lot of tune
to be kids,” she said.
Gilbert said it’s not unusual for
resident advisers or professors to
walk students over to the CVninseling
C'enter.
“We see ourselves as our brother’s
keepers,” she said. “If someone’s dis
tressed, it matters.”
The discussion concluded with
the panel asking questions of the stu
dents in the audience about how
they felt.
“It was like watching an action
movie,” computer engineering
sophomore Jacob Lopez said of the
Virginia Tech coverage. “I had a lot
of questions that had not been
addressed by any other outlet. Now I
have to digest it.”
“That was one of our goals,”
LaMotte-Mitchell said. “You sit and
hold a candle, but there’s no discus
sion.”
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H ouse fails to override Bush veto o f troop withdrawal bill
David Espo
ASS(H lAI I I) I'RI ss
WASHINGTON — Coiiiiicss
Hik'd to o\c‘rndi.' Ikcsidont Bush's
vctt) ot lt'msl.uit)n ivquiring tlic
\\ itlulraw.il ot U.S. troops troin Iraq
on Wednesday, a defeat for anti-war
1)einoerats that triqu;ered immedi
ate talks on a new measure to fund
the eontliet.
I he vote m the House was 2222o3. (>2 shy of the two-thirds
nu|ont\- needed to override a veto.
W'lth few exceptions, Kepuhlicans
stood fast with Bush in the
wartime clash.
"I'm confident we can reach
agreement." the president said
moments after the vrite as he sat
down at the White House with
leaders tif the I )emocratic-controlled Ck)iigress w ho have vowed
repeatedly to force him to change
his war policy.
Democrats flashed defiance, yet
signaled they were ready to make
significant concessions such as jet
tisoning the troop withdrawal
timetable in order to gain Bush’s
signature on a replacement mea
sure. There was early talk in both
parties of setting goals for the gov
ernment of Iraq to meet as it strives
to develop a self-defending, demo
cratic society.
“Make no mistake. Democrats
are committed to ending this war,”
said House Speaker Nancy Belosi,
I )-CkiIif. “We hope to do so in uni
son with the president of the
United States,” she said on a d.iy of
carefully scripted political drama at
both ends of Bennsylvama Avenue.
The veto vote hewed closely to
party lines, with 220 Democrats

HARAZ N. GHANBARI A,ss(X lAl KI) I’RKSS

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, center, joined by Sen. Chuck Schumer, D-N.Y., left. House Majority Whip James Clyburn, D-S.C., second
from left. Sen. Dick Durbin, D-Iil., and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, right, respond to President Bush’s veto of the Iraq War Supplemental on
Tuesday on Capitol Hill In Washington.
and two Republicans in favor of
overriding the president, and 196
Republicans and seven Democrats
voting to sustain him.
Despite the magnitude of the
issue. Bush’s political victory was a
foregone conclusion, and the onehour debate on the House floor
was suspenseless.
While
Pelosi
and
other
1)emocrats took turns criticizing
Bush, Rep. John Boehner of Ohio,
the Republican leader, said that
terrorists had made Iraq the central
focus of their w'ar against the
United States.
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“ If we’re not going to stand up
to them in Iraq, we’re not going to
take them on in Iraq and defeat
them there, where and w’hen will
we do it?” he asked.
The day’s developments unfold
ed as the fourth o f five brigades
ordered into the war zone in
January poured into Baghdad. Bush
decided on the increased deploy
ment as part o f an attempt to quell
sectarian violence in a war that has
claimed the lives of more than
3,300 U.S. troops and grown
increasingly unpopular.
It was only the second time in 6
1/2 years he has rejected a bill sent
to him. In his formal veto message,
he wrote that “the micromanage
ment in this legislation is unaccept
able.”
He also called the original bill
unconstitutional for directing war
operations “in a way that infringes
upon the powers vested in the
presidency.”
Outside the W hite House,
Senate Majority Leader Harry
Reid bristled at that claim. “We are
not going to be submitting our leg
islation to somebody at one of the
law schools to look for its constitu
tionality. We have an obligation,
under
the
terms
of
the
Constitution, to legislate,” he said.
“That’s our job.”
The main sticking point con
cerned the 1)emocratic demand for
a troop withdrawal timeline. Under
the vetoed measure, the withdraw
al would have begun no later than
Oct. 1 with a goal of completion
six months later.
It seemed unlikelv Democrats

would try the same approach a sec
ond time.
Instead, there was talk of estab
lishing standards for the Iraq gov
ernment to meet. Republicans, too,
support benchmarks, suggesting an
area of potential compromise.
But that led instantly to an area
of obvious disagreement — how, or
whether, to enforce these so-called
benchmarks if the government of
Nouri al-Maliki fails to meet them.
“Benchmarks are important, but
they have to have teeth in order to
be effective,” Belosi said.
Whatever the ultimate outcome.
Democrats said they were eager to
proceed quickly.
“We’re not going to leave our
troops in harm’s way ...w ithout the
resources they need,” said House
Majority Leader Steny Hoyer of
Maryland. He said he hopes to have
a replacement measure ready for a
vote
within
two
weeks.
Democratic leaders had said previ
ously they hope to send Bush leg
islation he can sign before
Memorial Day.
Bush has said the funds are need
ed quickly to prevent serious dis
ruptions in military activities.
Officials said White House C'hiefof
Staff Josh Bolton would meet with
Reid and Senate Republican leader
Mitch McConnell of Kentucky on
Thursd,iy.
The House vote and subsequent
White House meeting occurred in
a political environment of increas
ing complexity.
While the Democratic leader
ship in C.ongress signaled it was
readv to make concessions, at least

one of the party’s presidential
hopefuls called for a more con
frontational approach.
“We’ve got a few days — maybe
less — to do absolutely everything
we can to ensure this Congress
responds to Bush’s veto by sending
another binding plan to end the
war,” former Sen. John Edwards
wrote in a fundraising appeal on his
Web site.
Assuming they jettison the with
drawal timetable. Democrats could
face significant defections on the
next legislation. That, in turn,
would give Republicans in the
House and Senate more leverage.
While most (iOB lawmakers
h.ive stuck with the president so
far, public opinion polls show
strong opposition to the war.
Several Republican officials said
during the d.iy that the party’s law
makers are looking for a way to
signal impatience with the conflict
and the government in Baghdad.
Sen. Olympia Snowe, R-Maine,
said she is circulating a proposal to
reverse Bush’s troop buildup and
transfer combat operations to the
Iraqis if the Baghdad government
does not make progress in 120
days. U.S. military commanders
would be given substantial flexibil
ity, however, on how fast troops
should le,ive.
Sen. John Warner of Virginia,a
prominent Republican on defense
issues, told reporters he was circu
lating one proposal that he
declined to describe. He said he
was confident “it can achieve more
than 70 votes” needed to override a
veto in the Senate.
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Freeway connector to
reopen within 10 days,
Schwarzene^er says
Marcus Wohlsen
A S S (X :iA T E i) P R ES S

OAKLANi^ — One of two con
nectors shut down by Sundays free
way collapse will reopen within 10
days after otficials determined it had
not been as badly damaged as they
had
feared.
Gov.
Arnold
Schwarzenegger said Wednesday.
The ramp connecting westbound
Interstate SO to southbound
Interstate 880 was blocked Sunday
morning when a burning tanker
truck brought down an overpass near
the San Francisco-Oakland Bay
Bridge. Crews finished clearing
debris from the collapse Tuesday and
later determined the lower section of
freeway would not have to be rebuilt
from scratch.
Schwarzenegger said the stretch
could be fully open to traffic in as lit
tle as seven days.
“Progress on repairing the col
lapsed freeway connectors is moving
at lightning speed,” the governor said
in a statement, after appearing at a
capital news conference with state
transportation officials.
Investigators found that the steel
girders holding up the lower ramp
had warped but remained structuralIv sound and could be straightened,
t^ilifornia
Department
of
Transportation spokesman Bob Mans
N.iul earlier Wednesday.
Schwarzenegger also said the
work to reopen the connector ramp
bail qualified for federal emergency
relief funding. Will Kempton. direc
tor of the state 1)cp.irtment of
rransportation. said repairs to the
lower ramp were estimated to cost SS
million.
"We asked the federal gi)vernment
to come in and p.iy for this, and thev
h.ive committed to p.iv for this. They
* recognize it is their responsibilitv,"

Schwarzenegger said during the
afternoon news conference.
The overpass connecting eastbound Interstate 80 to eastbound
Interstate 580 was destroyed by the
tanker explosion and will have to be
replaced.
Officials said finding the steel and
fabricating the custom-made beams
needed to support the ramp will be
the biggest obstacles to completing
repairs on the collapsed overpass.
A worldwide building boom, par
ticularly in China, has created a vora
cious international demand for steel,
leading to scarcity.
Workers at the collapse site in the
labyrinth of converging freeways
Wednesday were erecting supports to
reinforce both roadways in prepara
tion for the repair work.
Traffic over the bridge into San
Francisco was at its worst Wednesday
morning since the collapse, but rain
and several minor accidents appeared
to be largely to blame.
The gridlock feared by authorities
immediately following the collapse
h.ts failed to materialize, but detours
along Oakland city streets have raised
concern among residents about the
increased traffic and pollution.
Meanwhile, the B.iy .^rea Kapid
Transit rail system reported record
ridership I'uesd.iv with more than
.^75.0(i(» riders, up from .in .iverage
weekd.u ridership ot .Mo.duo.
The
truck's
driver. James
Mosqueda. .51. of Woinlland,
remained .it Saint I r.incis .Memorial
1iospital in San I rancisco m fair but
stable .ondition, .i hospital spokeswoiifan s.iul.
No criminal charges or ut.itioiis
h.i\e been issued .is .i result ot ths
•kcident. The C'.iliforni.i tlighw.u
Patrol s.iid It IS conducting a wideranging probe into the cause of the
crash.
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Briefs
State

National

International

SAN JOSE (AP) — Santa
(dara County officials plan to cite
a fourth health care facility for
sending surgical tubing, blood
stained gauze and other medical
waste to a landfill in violation of
state law.
Waste Management, Inc., oper
ators of the San Jose landfill,
found the improperly disposed of
items from the Los Gatos Surgical
Center while checking a load of
trash on Friday, said spokeswoman
Monica Devincenzi.

M YRTLEW OOD,
Ala.
(AP) — A freight train carry
ing segments of a space shuttle’s
solid rocket boosters derailed
Wednesday after a bridge col
lapsed, authorities said.
Six people aboard the train
were reported injured. NASA
said it was not immediately
known whether the equipment
was damaged. But space agency
spokesman Allard Beutel in
Washington said the accident
should not delay any shuttle
launches.

ISTANBUL, Turkey (AP)
— The United States and
European Union on Wednesday
warned Turkey, a NATO member
and close ally, to prevent its mili
tary from defying civilian leaders
in a conflict between the Islamicrooted government and the secu
lar establishment.
Fears of a coup have ebbed
with the prospect of early general
elections, but the military’s threat
to intervene in the showdown
and stamp out any sign of politi
cal Islam has confirmed its tradi
tional role as a key player in
Turkish politics.
Many Turks had believed the
military, which seized power fixini
civilian governments three times
in past decades, was inexorably
withdrawing from the political
arena as Turkey pursued EUbacked reforms and its economy
accelerated after a financial crisis.
But Prime Minister Kecep
Tayyip Erdogan’s decision to back
the candidacy of one of his closest
allies as president underestimated
the backlash. At the heart of the
conflict was a fear that the ruling
party would use control of both
Parliament and the presidency to i
chip away at the separation ot i
state and religion, and curb secu
lar freedoms Mich as women’s '
rights.

• • •

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
— If you went to Coogle, Yahoo,
AOL or another mapping site to
plot a route fix)m San Francisco to
Oakland in the hours after an oil
tanker exploded, they would have
sent you driving over a collapsed
overpass engulfed in flames.
But within 48 hours of
Sundays accident, engineers at
the major mapping sites had
reprogrammed with alternate
routes that added only a couple
minutes to estimated drive times.
Digital cartographers say the
response to the Oakland disaster
w'as a promising sign of what’s to
come — up-to-the-minute
detours and routing technology
that takes into .iccount not only
m.i)or disasters but fender benders
.ind traffic jams.

• • •

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP)
— Wal-Mart Stores Inc. pulled
sets o f baby bibs Wednesday
from its stores nationwide after
the bibs tested positive for high
levels of lead, a store official
said.
The bibs, sold under the
Baby Connection brand name,
came in packs of two to seven
bibs, with embroidered prints
or images o f Sesame Street
characters. Some were sold as
long ago as 2004. The bibs were
made by Hamco Inc. exclusive
ly for the Bentonville-based
retailer.
Mia Masten, a Cdncago-based
spokeswoman for Wal-Mart, said
the vinyl portion of the bibs
exceeded the lead levels set by
Illinois for children's products.
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Get your car up to speed.

RIZZOLI'S AUTOMOTIVE
30TH ANNIVERSARY OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

$30
G ETS YO U:

2 LOCATIONS TO BETTER SERVE YOU

San L u i s Obispo
2584 Victoria

Santa Maria
1149 W. Tama

8 0 5 .5 4 1 .1 0 8 2
805.9 2 2 .7 7 4 2
CALL
FOR
AN
APPOINTMENT
c a ll

O IL A N D F IL T E R C H A N G E

Don't be caught without storage!

CA R W ASH & VACUUM
1 2 P O IN T R E L I A B I L I T Y IN S P E C T IO N

N ow se rvicin g m ost m akes and m odels.

■ '

www.RizzolisAutomotive.com

We gladly accept

( 805) 546-9788

C O M P L IM E N T A R Y S H U T T L E

i

Open 7 d ays/w eek
Office Hours: 8:00 am to 4:30 pm
Gate Hours: 7:00 am to 7:00 pm
Closeid all major holidays

inh««o«»

tm*

•Lim ited tim e offer. O ffer expires 4/30/07. Up to 5 q u arts oil, recyclin g fee and sales tax extra.
P assenger cars adn light d u ty tru cks only. D iesel and SUVs e xtra. Not valid w ith any other offer.

154 Suburban Rd
San Lu is Obispo, CA 93401
(behind Food 4 Le ss)

(U-Haul Only)
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‘Daily Show’ having cultural impact on college demographic
Mark Miliaii
I HI l)|AMONI)|IA( K (U . M A R Y I AND)

c :o i.l K('.H I’Al^K. Md. —
W'licn
News ('haiiiKTs Bill
O'Rc'illv appeared on “ The Haily
Show" in 201 >4. he eritieized Jon
Stewart’s t'aux-new’s show and the
many students who regularly wateh
It with a widely held miseoneeption.
“You'se got stoned slackers
watching your dopey show every
night,” O'Reilly said.
Perhaps they are stoned, but
according to a survey by the PewResearch CAMiter for the People and
the Press, regular viewers of “The
Daily Show With Jon Stewart" and
“ riie ('olbert Report” are among
the most knowledgeable on current
affairs.
fans of Cwmiedy Cwnitral’s “take
news programs’" tied in the poll
with readers of major newspaper
Web sites as the most well-versed on
issues of national matters, the April
report saiil.
The survey’s participants were
tested on their abilities to identify
political figures such as House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi, whom only
half of all those polled could identi
fy, and on their responses to quizzes
about recent headline news stories.

file survey relied on phone ate at the university’s C^enter for new's were tied in second to last in
interviews of 1,.S02 adults from Information and Research of Cavic current events knowledge, w ith
across the country, asking them Learning and Engagement, said col- viewers of network morning shows
which news sources they watch or lege students are often less knowl- ranked as the least-informed viewread regularly. The results did not edgeable on news than adults, but ers.
include which other
.A 2003 university
news sources the survey’s
study found viewers of
subjects most often con
Eox News were 30 per
Regular
viewers
o
f
“
Tlie
Daily
Show
sult.
cent more likely than
The show’s followers,
Witli Jon Stewart” and “ Tlie Colbert viewers of network news
programs to hold miscon
such as University of
R eport” are among tlie most
ceptions about the rea
Maryland computer sci
ence freshman Steve
sons for why the United
knowledgeable on cTirrent affairs.
States initiated the Iraq
O ’Brien, say the finding
is not unexpected.
war. While Fox News
“They always said it
_ _ _
doesn’t explicitly lie to
viewers, some ambiguous
was a ‘fake news show,’
but they’re reporting the ficts,” they “really know about the kinds of reports can be interpreted incor
O ’Brien said.
things that are aftecting them,” such rectly, said Steven Kull, the study’s
Many students say the comedy as the Iraq w'ar and student budget author.
news programs are often their main referendums.
“ It’s rare that Fox News actually
source for news. In fact, a 2004 Pew
Regular viewers of the comedy makes a false statement,” said Kull,
Research Cwmter study found that news shows may know more about director of the Program on
21 percent of people aged 18 to 29 current events “because young peo International Policy Attitudes in the
regularly learned about presidential ple have more time to get the news, School of Public Policy. “It’s done
campaign news from “The 1)aily and then leisurely watch ‘The 1)aily by implication.”
Show” and “Saturday Night Live.”
Show’ afterward,” Marcelo said.
Although students who watch
“ I w'atch ‘The Daily Show’ for “‘The Daily Show’ requires people “The I )aily Show” may be wellcomedy, entertainment and to learn know- the news before they watch. informed, some studies suggest the
some political information,” said It’s not like the Jay Leno show show has led them to lose faith in
Stephen Blaney, a letters and sci where he makes references to things politics.
ences sophomore.“! will, rarely, stop in popular culture that anyone can
A study last year at East C.arolina
on CNN, but that’s just before get pick up on.”
University measured the responses
ting to another channel.”
The report said viewers of the of students who watched tradition
Karlo Marcelo, a research associ- Fox News channel and local TV al new's coverage of the 2004 presi-

dential election and then satirical
video clips from “The Daily Show.”
Students reacted more negatively
toward both candiilates after watch
ing Stewart’s cynical commentary,
possibly deterring young people
from voting, according to the study.
Sue Kopen Katcef, the e.xecutive
producer for Maryland Newsline
and a lecturer at the universitN-’s jour
nalism college, said vievsers should
realize that his program is comedy
first and news second.
“1 think you have to understand
(‘Daily Show’ writers’) tongues are
firmly planted in their cheeks,” said
Kopen Katcef, w ho watches Stewart
occasionally. “It’s their take on reallife situations. But they’re going to
test, to the nth degree, the absurdity
of a lot of that which those of us in
the more traditional media cover.”
But Stewart said in an October
interview w'ith Rolling Stone that if
his viewers are losing faith in gov
ernment, it’s the fault of the politi
cians who he is exposing through
their own hypocrisy.
“There’s nothing at all disingenu
ous about what we’re doing,” Stewart
said. “If anything is cynical, it’s sug
gesting that your policy has never
been ‘stay the course’ when we have
thousands of hours of tape showing
you using ‘stay the course.’”

Bitter rivals debate in France
ahead o f weekend presidential vote
John Leicester
ASStlClATFl) PRESS

Sample fares fromSanta Barbara to;

Sample fares FromLot Angelet to:
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Mexico City

$382

Denver

$182 ñ
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$605

New York

$283

Meibourne

$660

PARIS — The two dynamic and
very different candidates to be
France’s next president faced oft'
Wednesday in their first and last
televised debate of the campaign, a
highly
anticipated
encounter
before the w'eekend vote, and
sparks flew almost from the start.
Socialist Segolene Royal, strug
gling in her quest to become
France’s first woman president,
immediately went on the offensive,
criticizing conservative Nicolas
Sarkozy’s record as a minister in
President Jacques Chirac’s govern
ment before he became a candidate
for the presidency.
Sarkozy, leading in the polls and
looking to get through the debate
unscathed, was scrupulously polite
and did not rise to Royal’s baiting.
He addressed her as “madame” and,
after she repeatedly interrupted
him in a discussion about policing
and crime, said, “Will you let me
reply?”
Royal wore a dark jacket;
Sarkozy a suit and tie. But their dif
ferences were more than one of
style. An immediate point o f dis
agreement was France’s 35-hour
work week — a landmark reform
for Socialists but decried by busi
ness leaders as a crippling brake on
companies.

Sarkozy wants to get around the
35-hour week by making overtime
tax-free to encourage people to
work more. He described the
shortened work week as a “monu
mental error” and noted that no
other country in Europe has fol
lowed France’s lead.
Royal defended the 35-hour
week as a form of social progress
and asked why the government of
which Sarkozy was part had not
gotten rid of the legislation if it
was so opposed. Again, Royal cut
Sarkozy off during the discussion.
“Will you let me finish?” he
asked.
“No,” said Royal.
“Ah,” said Sarkozy.
The live duel by candidates
could draw more than 20 million
viewers in a nation re-energized by
its hunger for change after 12 years
under Chirac.
“It’s the culmination point of the
campaign,” former President Valery
Giscard d’Estaing, who supports
Sarkozy, said on RTL radio. He said
the debate would be “decisive,” and
credited his own performance in a
debate with Socialist Francois
Mitterrand for his victory in 1974.
Mitterrand won the presidency the
next time around in 1981.
Sarkozy and Royal were the last
two candidates standing after the
April 22 first round in which

Sarkozy won 31.2 percent and
Royal had 25.9 percent, with 10
rival candidates across the political
spectrum taking up the remainder.
Royal’s underdog bid has gath
ered some momentum recently.
She outdid Sarkozy on Tuesday
with a larger rally in Paris than one
he had over the weekend. Also
Tuesday, far-right nationalist JeanMarie Le Pen, who placed fourth
with 4 million votes, urged his sup
porters to abstain in the election
Sunday. Polls show his voters were
more likely to back Sarkozy than
Royal, and it could cut into
Sarkozy’s support if they stay
home.
Sarkozy, who has held a lead in
the polls since January, sought to
calm speculation before the show
down that it could be decisive.
“I don’t think the French choose
a president on the lone impression
that they’ll have after a two-hour
debate,” he told France-Inter radio
Wednesday before the television
appearance.
The last head-to-head presiden
tial-race debate, pitting Chirac
against Socialist Lionel Jospin in
1995, drew 17 million viewers.
Chirac won the first of his two terms
that year. In 2002, he refused to
debate Le Pen, who stunned much
of France by ousting Jospin and
other contenders in the first round.
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Star-crossed lovers, adventure
make local ballet a
success
shakes a stalk of wheat, she does not animated and starts to wreak havoc
hear the sound that signifies their in the work room in order to stall
marriage will be prosperous.
Coppelius and wake Franz in time.
There has not been a tale with as
Rebuked, Franz decides to pur When Franz finally wakes up,
much teenage angst and drama as sue Coppelia and gets a ladder in Swanilda
reveals
herself to
“ Romeo and Juliet” until Leo order to break into Coppelius’ Coppelius and brings out the real
Delibes’
“Coppelia,”
Coppelia to show Franz. The
which was performed by
_____ couple escapes. At their
Ballet Theatre San Luis
wedding the next day,
Obipso Sunday night at
Coppelius objects to
the Christopher Cohan
Franz
and
Swanilda
Center.
receiving their dowry
A part of American
from the lord since
Dance San Luis Obispo,
Swanilda did so much
Ballet Theatre San Luis
damage to his property. To
Obispo was created in
appease Coppelius, the
2006 by artistic director
lord also gives Coppelius
and
ballet
teacher
a dowry and the celebra
—Theresa Slobodnik
Theresa Slobodnik after
tions continue.
Ballet Theatre of SLC) Artistic Director
the Gilbert Reed Ballet
_____
Slobodnik started con
of San Luis Obispo was
ceptualizing the ballet in
closed in 2003. Slobodnik created house while he is away and woo November and the dancers began to
the company so that dancers of all Coppelia. While Franz fetches the train in January. Most of the cast was
ages could perform on stage in front ladder, Swanilda and her friends also made up of Slobodnik’s students
of a large audience.
break into Coppelius’ house using and a few guest dancers,
“1 saw a documentary that fea the key that Coppelius dropped ear“It was a lot of hard work, but it
tured a ballet company whose bread
her. Inside, they find was a lot of fun as well,” said
and butter was ‘Coppelia,’” said
many
more
of Sheridan Torgerson, 17, who played
Slobodnik. “ I loved the music and
Coppelius’ dolls and Swanilda and is a senior at San Luis
realized that I knew most of the
< discover that Coppelia Obispo High School.
variations and had the dancers to
herself
is
Blair London, the assistant
do it.”
director of Ballet Theatre
really a doll.
The ballet,
After Coppelius
San Luis Obispo and a
which debuted
returns and chases the
material engineer
in 1870 and is
ing professor at Cal
girls out, Swanilda hides
considered the last bal
holy,
and dresses up as Coppelia.
let of the Romantic
played
Soon after, Franz breaks into
Era, tells the story of Franz
C o p p e liu s
the house and Coppelius
and Swanilda. They are about to
in the produc
decides to use his soul in order to
get married in a group wedding,
bring Coppelia to life. Coppelius
tion.
hosted by a lord who promises
gets Franz drunk as Swanilda
“ I’ve
been
the brides handsome dowries.
watches
and
realizes
that
involved in ballet
Swanilda, however, sees Franz
Coppelius intends to take Franz’s
since college and grad
dancing with some village girls
life.
school,” London said.
and blowing a kiss to Coppelia,
“ My
whole
family
When Coppelius takes Coppelia,
the “daughter” of scientist Dr.
dances.”
Swanilda
preCoppelius.
Swanilda then
COURTE.SYPHOTOS teiids to becomes
Daniella Orihuela-Gruber
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^ I loved (Coppelials)
^music and realized that I
knew most o f the variations
and had the dancers to do it.

Jf
^ f

Not going to be
on campus

tomorrow?

Check out whaf s going on in SLO County this
week. Whether it’s art, film, music, theater or
culture, POLYBILL posts the latest events.
Visit “ A rt it th e P ark D in o sau r C aves’* on
May 6 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. to see paintings,
sculpture, jewelry, glass art, photography and
more. The O utdoor Art Festival has more than
120 local vendors and will feature live music, chil
dren’s art activities, and a barbecue.
The Dinosaur Caves Park are located in Shell
Beach at the corner of
Shell Beach Rd. and Cliff Avenue.

WATERFEST 2007 aims to educate the people
o f San Luis Obispo about all aspects o f water con
servation and uuality issues on the Central Coast.
The event will feature vendors, food, games, arts
and crafts and live music provided by Resination,
The JD Project, and Cuesta Ridge Mountain Boys
(MAY 5th) you should definitely stop by. The event
will be on May 5 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Home Depot parking lot.
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Country Music Grammy-Winner

ROSANNE CASH
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Sunday f May 6 - 7 pm - Cohan Center

Don’t miss her acclaimed "Black
Cadillac” tour, featuring her newest
(and some day BEST) music ever!

UJ
8055418282
956 C Foothill Blvd
San Luis Obispo, CA
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S h oe Sale!

They’re comedians! They’re Jugglers!

THE PASSING ZONE
F rid a y , M ay 11 - 7 pm - Cohan Center
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Hop, skip, jump to ‘Swinging’ ejcdiange
Cal Poly Swing Club hosts the second annual SLO Lindy Hop exchange
Sam antha Freitas
MUMAN(. DAIIY

The C'al Poly Swing C'lub is
going to be “Swingin’ in the Kain”
this weekend at the second annual
San Luis Obispo Lindy E.xchange.
The e.xchange is a three-day event
jam packed with dancing, competi
tions and bands from all over the
country Friday through Sunday.
The main event is a 1‘>20s movie
premiere theme dance called
“Swingin’ in the Kain" on Saturday
from p.m. to 4 a.m. in Cdiumash
Auditorium.
“The best day for the general
public to show up to is be Saturday
night, 'Swinging in the Kain’,
because not only is it fantastic
music, but it is also gi>ing to be a lot
of fun to watch,” microbiology
senior Krystal White said.
Saturday night will boast the
biggest band of the weekend, the
1)arrell Vos Trio, and will also have a
performance and three contests:
Jack and Jill, the solo Cdiarleston and
best trick.
“ If you’re not a big dancer, there
is going to be a free lesson incorpo
rated in the price. You’ll learn how
to d.mce, have fun with everybody

and still be able to dress up and
enjoy going out,” White said.
Lindy exchanges, most often put
on in major cities, attract dance
lovers from around the w'orld almost
every weekend. The San Luis
Obispo Lindy Exchange is unique
in its small size, but still intends to
have over 200 participants from
around the nation.
“ It’s very difterent from other
exchanges. We’re all full-time stu
dents, some with jobs. This is some
thing w'e do in our spare time for
fun, so we try to make it really orig
inal and a lot of fun,” said horticul
ture senior and Ckil Poly Swing
Cdub president Kim Daum.
l.ast year’s inaugural exchange
w.is inspired when the swing club
put on a three-day event instead of
their usual end of the year dance in
memory of two friends who were
killed in a car accident.
“We got a bit of a reputation last
year for being very friendly and a
lot of fun so, we wanted to keep that
going and make the event even big
ger,” White said.
“We decided we were going to
put the exchange on again, but we
wanted more bands, we wanted

SHEIIj \ SOBCHK:k musi ano daily

Journalism so ph omore Sara Hamilton took some time to dance with San Luis Obispo locals at the Madonna
Inn Saturday. Hamilton is a member of the Cal Poly Swing Club, which is putting on the San Luis Obispo
Lindy Hop Exchange, “Swinging in the Rain,” May 4 to 6 and features dancing contests, live music and games.
more people to come, and we
wanted more dancing in general.
That’s how it grew to be what we
have now, and it will probably be
even bigger next year.”
This year’s festivities aren’t
exclusive to Saturday night — on
Friday night, there will be dancing

at the Dance Pavilion in Five
You can register for the entire
Cities; Saturday there will be an weekend for $.S() or pay event by
afternoon of fun and games in event, where the price ranges from
Mitchell Park in San Luis Obispo; $3 to $20. For more information
and Sunday there will be a local on this weekend’s events and
band at M other’s Tavern and danc- venues,
check
out
itig at the American Dance Studio ww'w.sloswing.com/slx.
in San Luis Obispo.
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Ho%wood’s latest addiction: adopting
COURTKSY mOTO
realm of celebrity' relationships, 1, somewhat hesi
tantly believe it can be a good thing. If these Actress Angelina
A lle Bezdikian is a
celebs want to adopt hundreds of kids, have the Joiie poses with
journalism senior.
means to do so and are able to love each of their her 6-year-oid son
children equally, then by all means, go for it Maddox. Joiie,
H e r column,
Angelina, make the world a better place.
who has adopted
Pop Tart, coi'ers
All in all, adopting a child is about love, it’s two other
everything pop
about family, and it’s about commitment. If children from
celebrities today are willing to put their drama foreign countries
,A
culture.
.iside and love a child with all their heart, then 1 with her husband
say, all aboard. I personally don’t care who is doing Brad Pitt, started
f ever you’ve watched E entertainment tele it, where they find them, or what lame channel I the newest adop
vision on a dreary day, you’d know that gag hear it on, as long as lives are being touched and tion fad in
ging is just an unfortunate retlex to an children are being given a second chance.
Hollywood.
unwanted stimulus; a reaction to what 1 like to call
the wasteland that is the Hollywood
fishbowl.
Although I do not believe in the
concept of “entertainment news,’’ as
the words entertainment and news
should never be used in the same sen
tence, alas 1 must confess that 1 do learn
things from watching this depraved dis
play of popular culture.
For example, while watching said
channel, 1 recently learned that Hrad
and Angelina Jolie-l'itt just added
another baby to their growing brood,
this time the little fella is from Vietnam.
I'hen there’s baby 1)avid Banda, the
little boy Madonna and Guy Richie
plucked out of the jungles of Africa.
1 use the term jungles loosely. Am 1
the only one who wonders why the
third world is constantly throwing
babies at American celebrities like hot
potatoes? I’m just saying; it’s sad that
adopting a child in need has become all
about the dinero.
So what do these two distinct cou
ples have in common, besides for an
ostentatious amount of cash? Well for
starters, they lx)th have lifetime mem
bership to the “A” club. “A” for, “we
L O C A L ••• ROAM ING - C O V E R A G E FO R L ES S .
have joined the celebrity bandwagon
and have adopted kids because it’s
300 local + 50 roaming = $29.95
C(H>1” club.
But tliese couples are not alone, no.
600 local fOO roaming = $39.95
Following a long line of celebrityUnlimited local *•- 100 roaming = $49.95
.idisptions, they h.ive joined the ranks of
Steven Spielberg .iiul Kate (^ipshaw,
the former lorn Ouise and Nicole
Kidman, (\ilista Flockhart and
1larnson Ford, not to mention the
countless other celebrity get-togethers
that h.ive proiluced inter-mi.xed fami
SMÜHtOhitpe
PÍ8IM B— eh
Pm o RoMm
lies.
laNiUickRMd
nSFiMCUMDri««
But with the growing rate of
(hySMtwfi)
(kyAIbwtsM's)
(I
>)
celebrity split-ups, I can’t help but
wonder has adoption become the latest
social accc'ssoiA? If so. I feel sorry for
the hundreds of couples out there
without the means to p.iy those he.ivw
international adoption fees; sad for all
the children in the world that will go
unnoticed and unloved because money
can’t buy them.
But if adoption .imongst celebrities
isn't the latest fad, .tlrhough it is a phe
nomena that has certainly become
extremely commonpl.ice within the
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549-4000

CELLULARONE
The Price Leader. The Coverage Leader.

celloneplusplans.com
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FmmlitttomoHrCnn.r Rmkx.. Anaci. Pachcoo.TmaT«ii
Aan. M
omcaYamamoto.KathmdmTimi. JtnwircAHall.
JiAtiCACacemwalt.CiamaMAaneu. KrutoiMarachau.
NottwoMirRachcllcSANTuca. AmtAahanFAah*Stranzl
NtamChamtrahd.SimilaSo khk

*Ptan prices shown are per month Taxes and surcharges extra
Local and roaming counted separately ’ Locar means use of
CetlularOne'a SLO County network. "Roaming' means use of
roaming partner's national network Service not available
everywhere. Free handset available on most plans with twoyear contract on approved credit. Selas tax extra S3b/phone
activation fee. S200/phone early termination fee. Monthly
features and access billed in advance Overtime end special
usage, if any, billed in arrears, may be subject to credit limit
Promotion may not be combined with other offers Available
to qualifying new activations and migrations between 4/0W07
and 8/02/07. Consumer plens only. Other terms and conditions
sat forth in our service agreement.
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W ho should fector into decision^
ourney back with me a few
years to that volatile period
ot existence called adolescence.
(It won’t take long, 1 promise!) As
teenagers, we made an effort to
make our own decisions in the
face of a throng of influences that
tried to tell us what to do.
It was one of many battles that
raged on: the conflict between the
professed “1 don’t care what peo
ple think” attitude, and the inter
nal anxiety that agonizes over
exactly that which others think.
In high school it took form
mostly in fashion. Some tried to
pull off the just-rolled-out-ofb e d -a n d -d ra g g e d -m y s e lf-to school (OK-my-mom-draggedme) look. Somehow, the fact that
their hair was perfectly spritzed
into a messy nest atop their heads
over layers of glittery eyeshadow
compromised that look’s authen
ticity.
Others went for the all-black
tren ch co at-an d -steeltoed-boots ensemble,
rain or blistering 95degree shine. (I’m sure
they “didn’t care.” And
I’m sure — despite the
other leather-clad kids
in the group — they
came up with that fash
ion statement all on
their own.)
To some extent,
we’ve carried remnants
of that conflict into col
lege. Hopefully, we’ve made the
decision to obsess no longer
about superficial things, despite
others’Judgment (hence, we actu
ally do roll out of bed and go to
class; let the hair do what it will).
Now, we face the struggle to
find a balance between the desire
to be autonomous, decision-mak
ing individuals and the reality of
how our decisions affect others in
our lives.
Though we like to see our
selves as independent and self-suf
ficient, the opinions of our fami
ly, friends, acquaintances — and
especially our significant others
— matter immensely to us.

But, how much should they
matter? Should wt make decisions
based
on
our
boyfriends/girlfriends?
If your friendly neighborhood
romantic says, “love conquers all,”
1 guess it means that if you’re real
ly in love, you should do every
thing in your power to preserve
that love.
But if he/she says, “follow your
heart,” and your heart is pulling
you in a direction contrary to the
one your “true love” wants you to
go — then what do you do?
Obviously, it’s a different mat
ter for long-term couples (mar
ried, affianced, or getting there)
than it is for, say, a couple who
met a month ago and are contem
plating how to schedule next
quarter’s classes around each
other.
We’re approaching a time
when big life decisions loom.
Where to study abroad? What to

/ )t / r i a / H f / i

Best-case scenario: you find a
job you love in the area, you grow
fond o f the town, and you have
your sweetheart and your securi
ty. Mediocre scenario: you find a
job you can tolerate, the area’s
more-or-less OK, and you’re with
your sweetheart.
Worst-case scenario: you can’t
find a job, you feel isolated and bored, and you
can’t help but harbor
some resentment toward
your sweetheart for
making you give up
your dream and taking
you away from the place
you wanted to be all
along.
The truth is, it’s up to
you to decide: to go for
your dreams at the
expense o f your rela
tionship; to protect your relation
ship at the cost o f your dreams; or
to take what is possibly the hard
est (but not impossible) road, to
try to compromise and see if hav
ing both is possible.
When you feel as though just
basking in your partner’s presence
makes you and the rest of your
world better, it’s easy to make the
mistake o f pinning your life satis
faction on your partner. But ulti
mately, there is only one person
responsible for your happiness,
and that is YOU.
Being dependent on someone
for your life’s fulfillment puts
enormous pressure on that some

Being dependent on
som eone for your life’s
fulfillm ent puts
enorm ous pressure on
that som eone.
do after college? Grad school or
the work force? How to survive?
These questions become expo
nentially harder to answer when
your significant other’s idea of the
future isn’t aligned with, or even
adjustable to, yours. Your dreams
may put you in a different place
and lifestyle than his/hers.
Say you defer (or relinquish)
your dream o f working in a
bustling, vibrant city in order to
follow your sweetheart, where
he/she will be working on a
higher degree in a considerably
less-bustling town in hopes of
landing a job at the firm where
he/she is interning.

(

one. We can’t realistically expect
someone else to drop everything
and cater to our every need.
However, making someone else
responsible for your dissatisfaction
isn’t an alternative. We can’t real
istically expect to drop every
thing, cater to someone else’s
every need, and be mindlessly
joyful doing so.
As a romantic, I can certainly
see the reasoning behind the
“love conquers all” point of view.
In this case, it’s not about the
hard-core practicality of reason;
it’s about having faith and trust
that the relationship will see you
through the tough times.
We face a paradox: we’re
choosing between what’s best for
us now (which could be worse
later) and what will be best for us
in the long run (which may be
worse now).
But we’re also facing potential:
the chance to take a leap of faith,
to snatch an opportunity, to make
a definitive decision about the
direction we want our lives to
take.
There isn’t one solution to
apply to every relationship. It’s
not necessarily always, and doesn’t
have to be, a choice between one
or the other. In the end, it’s up to
YOU to decide what’s best, and
what will be best, for you.
Sarah Carbonel is an English and
psychology junior and Mustang Daily
dating columnist.
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Face it: som e girls know sports better
adoro most sports. Some of you arc conluscdly chocking my byline now, think
ing, wait...a girl wrote this? Yes, to all of
you, although I lack a Y chromosome 1 do in
fact enjoy this stereotypically male interest, as
do many other women.
Unfortunately, I am still getting the patroniz
ing smile when 1 mention 1 spend every week
end ot football season glued to my TV, and go
to summer tennis tournaments in the desert
because I’m hooked.
On behalf o f all my fellow first-down loving
ladies, if one more person asks me if 1 watch
football for the tight pants I will get Baltimore
Kavens ofTensive tackle Jonathan Ogden to
maim them.
We are just as capable of enjoying a perfect
ly executed cover two defense, without having
to ogle the safeties’ butts, as the men.
When you look at the average sporting event
crowd, there are a large variety of women there,
and most look excited and are cheering. I refuse
to believe they are all there only because some
man brought them. I propose a new idea;
maybe they hauled the men along to watch the
game with them.
This isn’t just an American interest. Iranian
president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad recently
declared that women can attend sports matches
in large stadiums for the first time since the

I
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1979 Islamic Kevolution. Female fans
have apparently protested outside of
stadiums and gotten into scuffles
with security forces who didn’t
allow them to attend.
In March, dozens of female
football fans were forced onto a
bus and driven aw'ay when they
staged a demonstration outside the
Azadi stadium in Tehran. 'Fliey had
purchased tickets for the event and then been
refused entrance.
C¡ranted, the move seems to be aimed at
presenting a positive image in
light of criticisms over its nuclear programs
but it also shows the passion of those female
fans.
1 think I know why so many people here
in America are surprised by these ideas.
Women simply don’t mention them very
often. They may subscribe to MLB extra
innings, but they don’t discuss it with men, or
even really with other women.
Why not? I think they are afraid of losing that
stereotype o f“feminine” that dictates this hobby
is out of bounds. Rather than be called a
tomboy or be made fun of, they simply keep it
quiet.
This isn’t all men’s fault though, because
women’s embarrassment reinforces the stereo

type too. When you insult other women
who enjoy sports, you discourage
your own ability to enjoy these
events. Also, I know there are a lot
of men out there who’d like to
watch a baseball game with you.
I’m going to take my t)wn advice
right now, and talk about my interest
in sports. I recently watched the
Oakland Athletics beat out the Yankees
with a walk-otf home run in the 9*^^’ inning.
1TiVo through Super Bowl com
mercials to get back to the game,
and am creating a fantasy team along
with the rest of you for next season.
As for my favorite sport of tennis, 1 watch
that compulsively. As a tennis player myself, I
spend half of the time yelling advice at the
players (sound familiar anyone?) through the
TV. I even went out of my way to get a job
last summer at a tennis supply company so
that 1 could spend all my time with the sport
1 love.
I do these things along with my boyfriend or
male friends because these events give us another
excuse to hang out.
So let’s all embrace that sports fan in us and real
ize we have more in common than we thought.
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Irian K lle r

GUEST COMMENTARY

W hy there’s a g ^ h on m y chin
Nat Hillard

H ow can students m ake sure
to properly park on campus?
I ride my bike to school when I
can, but there are times when I need
to bring my car. Instead of gambling
on getting a ticket 1 usually purchase
a parking pass at the beginning of the
quarter.
So just like the previous quarters, 1
forked over close to $100 to ensure
the absence of unwanted parking
tickets. This quarter I have been tick
eted twice even though 1 have a pass.
The first time this quarter was for
backing into a spot, the second time
was yesterday because my pass was
not “clearly displayed.” Immediately
upon receiving the second ticket, 1
drove to the University Police
Department station and was forced to
park in a metered spot. I put my last
15 cents into the meter which bought
me 6 minutes to make my plea to the
student at the counter. I explained to
him that 1 had a pass but 1 received a
ticket anyway.
1 was told 1 had two options. One
was to pay $5, and the other was to
fill out a petition form and wait for a
decision. Even though time was tick
ing on the meter 1 decided to risk it
and fill out the form.
My question is for Cal Poly park
ing enforcement. If parking passes
only work sometimes, what can we
do as students to ensure safe parking
on campus? And 1 think 1 speak for
the majority of the students when I
say we’re sick o f this military style
parking enforcement.
M att P artrid g e
ll'ine and niticnltnre senior

massive slash as a simple scratch, I Stanford, such a disease would be
have to say that 1 regretted what less prevalent. But au contraire;
had just happened.
students here have much less com
“Did you consume any alco
The same goes for my attempts mon sense than the average Joe.
holic beverages before the inci to do a marathon yoga session (5
I’m not alone in my foolish
dent? Did you take any non-pre- yoga classes in one day, because, no
attempts to become a celebrity. In
scribed medication or inhale any lie, 1 was in danger of failing), my
fact, we find even more clever
chemical stimulants? Were you almost trip to the sperm bank (the
ways to be stupid. Before entering
under the intluence of ANY $75 was tempting, but they can
college, I didn’t know what the
THING?”
find you when they turn 18) and explosive thermite was. I didn’t
The nurse wrote down a string my skinny-dipping jump into 20
know how far a two-liter bottle
of no’s, shook her head, and left feet of water from 10 feet off the
could shoot up into the air when
me to bleed in the lobby. On the ground (next to a sign reading “do
you put subliming dry ice into it. I
bottom half of my
had never heard the sound
face was a large
—
of a pumpkin hitting the
piece of gauze, and
grt>und
from atop a 6 story
on the top half was
W h en you get a bunch o f 18building, and I didn’t know
a look of shame.
the calculations necessary
Once again, 1
to-24-year-olds together in one
to ensure that the resulting
had been brought
splat
didn’t hit the nearby
institution,
no
matter
how
to the emergency
table at the bottom.
room and once
intelligent they are, this kind o f
When you get a bunch
again, 1 had no
of
18-to-24-year-olds
stupidity is bound to happen.
excuse for it.
together
in one institution,
1 knew perfectly
_
no matter how intelligent
well at the time that
______
they are, this kind of stu
to try to surf on a
pidity
is bound to happen. And
Slip N ’ Slide was a bad idea. But as not jump here”).
1 stood in the mouth of the beast,
1 don’t know what causes this injury is seemingly inevitable in
ready to begin my journey, only exactly, but if I’ve got a choice this situation — regrettable, but
one thought flashed through my between doing something stupid memorable, injury.
mind: “Man! Even if I fall, this and having a story to tell, and
But! For the sake of our hospi
would make a great story!”
wisely abstaining, I invariably tal bills, our chins and our moth
I was doing well for the first choose the former. Some part of ers, let’s all try to lay off the leg
three-fourths of my hanging-10. me thinks I’m an action hero, able end-making a bit. It’s possible to
But Slip N ’ Slides hide behind to do idiotic things but come retain the element of celebrity
their fun exterior a sinister through in the end, with the hot without creating life-threatening
demonic core, and this demon chick and the car.
danger. Most of us may lack a
lashed out against me as I received
1 like to think, though, that it’s single grain of common sense,
a .Vby-2-by-.5- inch gash at mile not just me: It’s a sort of college but even animals know such simmark 0.76. As I stepped off the Slip disease.
pie truths as You Do Not Stand
N ’ Slide, trying to play off the
One might think that here at Up On a Slip N ’ Slide.
THK STA N tO RI) DAIIY (STANIORD)
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A rm y warns: Soldiers will be punished
for putting sensitive inform ation in blogs
Lolita C. B aldor
ASSCX l A f K I ) I'K F S S

WASHlNCiTON — The Army
IS taking stronger steps to warn
soldiers they will be punished if
they reveal sensitive military infor
mation on Web sites or blogs.
While the possibility of punish
ment is not new, the Army spells
out m recently published regula
tions the range of actions if sol
diers “fail to protect critical and
sensitive information.”
Some Web logs, also called
blogs, raised alarms this week, sug
gesting the Army was cracking
down anew on soldiers who have
blogs. But the bulk of the regula
tions released April 19 mirror
rules published in 2()().S that
required soldiers to consult with
commanders before “publishing or
posting information” in a public
forum.
The regulation is not as explicit
as the one issued by commanders
m Iraq two years ago that requires
soldiers in war zones to register
their blogs with the military.
Army Maj. Kay M. Ceralde,
who worked on the new regulatiisns, said Wednesday the inten
tion t)f the 2(K)7 rule is not to

have soldiers clear every public
posting with commanders.
“Not only is that impractical,
but we are trusting the soldiers to
protect critical information,” he
said.
He said there is no effort to
block soldiers from setting up or
posting comments to blogs. “We’re
not looking for them to seek
approval each time a blog entry is
posted,” Ceralde said.
The rules, he said, do not affect
personal, private e-mails that sol
diers send. “Soldiers have a right
to private communications with
their families,” he said.
Instead, Ceralde said, soldiers
are expected to consult or clear
with commanders when they start
a blog, in part so they can be
warned about information they
cannot publish.
Ceralde said Army leaders
wanted to emphasize the impor
tance of maintaining operational
security. Soldiers will be punished
if they publicly reveal sensitive
information, such as troop move
ments, planned raids, travel itiner
aries of senior leaders, or pho
tographs of casualties, new tech
nology or other material that

could compromise their location.
The rules say solders can be
charged with violating a lawful
order under the Uniform Cx)de of
Military Justice.
He said unit commanders have
the authority to establish more
restrictive requirements — such as
requiring that individual postings
be reviewed — if they deem it
necessary.
As before, the regulations
require that soldiers tell their fam
ily members and friends to protect
sensitive information.
The blog rules were part of a
much larger update to regulations
governing operational security,
including training requirements,
policies and procedures on main
taining security, and sections
stressing that soldiers are personal
ly responsible for keeping opera
tions secure.
Army officials said they did not
have details on how many soldiers
have violated the blogging rules.
The military set up the regula
tions in 2()0.S, as blogs and other
Web postings became more popu
lar, particularly among service
members who were deployed to
Iraq and Afghanistan.
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M ore students
spending first 2 years
at œ m m unity œ ll^ es
Kaitlin Kovach
T HE M a RQUET TE T RIliUNE (MARQUETTE U.)

MILWAUKEE — When it came
time to choose a college, cost
became the deciding factor for
Kelsey Nielsen, a freshman at
McHenry County College in
Crystal Lake, 111.
Nielsen was awarded a large
scholarship to Carthage College in
Kenosha, but decided to go to a
two-year school initially to save
money. She said she plans to use the
scholarship when she transfers to
Carthage in the fall of 2008.
Nielsen isn’t alone in her deci
sion. Applications to community
colleges have been on the rise over
the past decade, according to
Norma Kent, vice president of
communications for the American
Association
of
C^ominunity
Colleges.
Kent said that about 12 million
students currently attend two-year
community colleges nationwide,
and about 6 million of those stu
dents are taking classes for credit.
Many of those students use their
respective conmumity colleges .is a
launching pad to finish the List two
years of a degree at a four-year col
lege or universitv.
Sources s.iv the reasons for choos
ing a community college can vary
greatly.
Older students make up the
m.i|orit\ of conmumitv colleue stu-

2:30 pm, Interviews: 3 - 6 pm

dents. According to the American
Association
of
Community
Colleges Web site the average age is
29. For these students, conflicts with
work or family obligations can
influence the decision.
Those students often can’t travel
far from home to get their educa
tion, which makes community col
leges convenient.
“O ur cost is just over $2,()()() per
year, which, (in comparison to fouryear schools) is quite reasonable,”
Kent said.
For students like Nielsen, starting
their college career at a two-year
institution is a smart economic
choice.
"We’re more reasonably priced,”
said Dan Cibrario, associate director
of student services at the University
of Wisconsin-Washington County.
UW-Washington County is one
of 13 two-year colleges in the UW
system.
Cibrario said that some high
school seniors choose a community
college because they may not have
been able to get into a four-year
school initially.
“Some students who can’t qualify
for the UW can prove they can do
the work here,” Cabrario said. “A lot
of students come here not being
good Students out of high school,
but are inspired by our professors to
succeed. ”
Cibrario .iNo said the mdividualsee College, page 13

S hoe Sale!

Open to all majors!
Career, coop & internship positions!
To see the list of companies and job
descriptions, logon to m y .c a lp o ly .e d u ,
click on M u s t a n g J o b s and look
under E v e n t s .
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★ Rock&Roll Hair
0«vt*>o n o f S tu d e n t

A ffe ira

Cal Poly Building 124
305 756 2501
WWWcareer services calpolyedu

We Specialize
in Modern
Hair Color
& Cutting ,A
Techniques

Killer Hair
at a p rice you
can afford

973 E. Foothill Blvd.
Suit 107

M on-Fri

Walking distance
from (2al Poly
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W eb site helps students trade books for dates
Daniela N em erenco
H .M W A K I) (^ K IM S O N (U A R V A K D )

C:AMI}H.II)(í E, Mass. — Two
Harvard Universitrv' students are look
ing to assist tliose undergraduates that
find themselves too busy —or too shy
— to bridge the gap between attraetitin and conneetion.
1)aniel “Zac” Tanjeloff and 1)avid
M. ( ialkowski, and their business plan
for Cdieck My Radar, a new take on
social networking Web sites, walked
away with the grand prize in a com
petition held this semester by the
newly-formed Harv’ard C'ollege
Entrepreneurship Forum.
HCEF will link the winners of
their 2007 Startup Elan C'ompetition
and Summer Fellowship I'rogram to
an early-stage investor who will pro
vide up to $10,000 ti> cover the team's
expenses while they develop their
business.
TinjelotEand (ialkowski, who were
honored for their win in a ceremony
held last week, first met thniugh
HCiEF’s online community and soon
started work on the business plan they
submitted in February.
The $10,000 idea. Check My
RatEir, seeks to connect lovelorn col
lege students w’ith the newly-formed
acquaintances that they may want to
turn into something more.
C.heck My Radars say that their
social networking site provides a dif
ferent service than similar sites such as
Facebook and MySpace by focusing
the networking activities of its users
on romance-a synergistic approach

Collegi
continued from page 12

ized attention that students get from
professors and the small class sizes
contribute to student success.
Nielsen agreed that those factors
are a big help. She said her largest
class has 22 students while her
smallest has seven, and that the class
es aren’t a big change from high
school.
“The pixjfessors pay more atten
tion to you,” she said.
While Nielsen said the courses
were similar to high school, that
doesn’t mean community college
graduates aren’t prepared to move
on to larger universities after two
years.
Kent said 25 percent to 27 per
cent of community college students
transfer into a four-year school and

Tmjeloff ami (ialkow'ski say will set it
apart from conventional dating Web
sites.
“1)ating sites are trying to find love
where you have not looked,” s.iys
Tanjelort, but ('heck My l^adar will
only facilitate relationships between
people that have already met. “This
site will mirror the way that people
normally interact.”
Calkowski adds that the site is built
upon the underlying assumption that
in college, relationships are built
around two pillars—"who you like
and who your friends like.”
After registering with Cdieck My
Radar, users build personal profiles
and join a network-features common
to other social networking Web sites.
The innovation comes, the founders
say, in the form of“radar” and a list of
“confidants.”
The radar display's possible n)inantic interests the user has tagged on the
Web site, the creators explain. Friends
given special access by users become
confidants — people able to peruse
that user’s radar list and leave com
ments and suggestions meant to help
chart the course of love.
At last week’s award ceremony,
(ialkowski demonstrated what he
projects to be the standard operating
procedure of a Ciheck My Radar user.
“1 am going to look for guys,”
(ialkowski said to a crowded Ticknor
Lounge as he browsed through the
Web site. “Here is my friend James, he
is looking pretty hot. 1 think 1 am
going to add him to my radar ... but
don’t get any ideas; my girltriend is

most are ready to make the transi
tion.
“There’s usually a period of set
tling in, but they tend to perform as
well or better than the native stu
dents,” Kent said.
Nielsen said she thinks her transi
tion will go well.
“The education is the same,” she
said. “1 think the transition will be
easier than being an incoming
freshman because I’ll already know
what college is all about.”
Nielsen said she did think she was
missing out on one part of college,
however.
“The social aspect (at communi
ty college) is a little dry because you
aren’t thrown into social situations
with people,” Nielsen said. “ (But it)
gives me the opportunity to make
some connections before I move
out and go to a bigger school.”

I ts H er S p e d a i<Day
Treat Tier To A SpeciaC9/ieaC
SpeciaC^iotftcrs T)ay (Bruncft ‘M enu - Sunday 'May 13tfi

right there,” he jokingly warned.
(dieck My Radar users added to
radar lists are informed of tlieir new
admirers through e-mail, but the pur
suer’s name remains confidential.
When two users find themselves on
each others’ radars, both are told of
the attraction. Hut the Web site can
only take students so far. “It is up to
you how to pursue,” says TanjelotT
(dieck My Radar also includes a
statistics p.ige telling each profile
owner how many views their page
has gotten — both overall and from
indivitlual rad.ir-tagged individuals.
As a beta project, the current ver
sion on the Web is not complete, but
it does allow Tanjelotf and ( ¡alkow ski
to receive feedback and ideas for
improvement.
Tanjelort s.iys (!heck My Radar is
set to launch at three sites in upcom
ing weeks: Harxard, Wilkes University
in Hennsylvania, and the University of
('entral Florida.
“We have a good connection to
those schools and we know a lot of
people that go there,” says Tanjelort'.
He says the Web site hopes to grad
ually expand to new campuses, mir
roring Facebook’s early growth after
its 2004 launch.
Submissions to H (T F ’s competi
tion were scrutinized by three judges,
w ho went on to issue six commenda
tions and the grand prize at last week’s
ceremony.
One judge, Beardsley Ruml says he
became involved w'ith the competi
tion because he believes that entries
into the business world at the under

graduate level go a long way toward
setting up students for future success.
“If you start a small business that
you can handle as a student, then
w hen you get out, you know you cati
do it,” he says.
Ruml was impressed by the win
ners’ development strategN', particular
ly their willingness to put their unfin
ished site on the Web and accept feed
back from early users.
“1 think that their approach of
telling evers'one is exactly the right
way to do it.” says Ruml.“The idea of
keeping it a secret is the stupidest
thing I’ve ever heard.”
Another judge, (diristopher A.
Thorpe, launched a start-up business
as an undergraduate and has since
returned to Harvard as a teaching fel
low. Thorpe says that (dieck My
Radar’s target market and stage in
development helped their chances.
“The sp.ice they are entering is
large, and they are not too far along,”
he says, adding that the $1 (),()()()
investment prize should prove
extremely valuable to the site’s devel
opment.
Other teams were “very impressive,
but they are so far .ilong that they
need much more investment than
what we would be able to pnrvide
them,”Thorpe says.
He says that the winners will be set
up with invaluable contacts in the
start-up investment world in addition
to the $1(),(KM) investment.
“The point of the prize is not just
cash money, but awarding assistance to
get to the next level.”

Lindsay
Lohan plans
a Vegas to
Malibu 21 St
birthday
celebration
LOS ANCELES — Lindsay
Lohan won’t be satisfied with a
cake and some candles when she
turns 21.
The raspy-voiced actress, who
celebrates her big birthday on
July 2, said Wednesday on “The
Ellen l)e(ieneres Show” that she
plans to “milk it” when she
becomes old enough to legally
go to clubs.
Lohan said turning 21 has
“been a long time coming” for
her friends who own clubs in
Los Angeles. After she’s legal,
“they don’t have to worry about
getting into trouble,” for letting
her inside, she told host Ellen
1)e(ieneres.
She’ll celebrate by partying in
Vegas, she said, and also with a
dinner in Malibu with family
and friends.
Lohan also show'ed otTa white
tattoo of the word “breathe” on
the inside of her wrist.
“And it’s ‘breathe’ because?”
asked l)e(ieneres.
“ I forget to breathe some
times,” Lohan replied.

L et the A rm y Pay YO U to
A ttend M edical School!
H ea lth P rofession s S ch olarsh ip P rogram
• Pays for 100% Tuition
• Pays for all required books
• Pays for all required
equipment
• Pays for all Required Fees
• Provides a monthly
Stipend o f $ 1319.00
• A chance to participate in
an Army Residency
earning almost twice
♦
that o f a civilian Resident
• Commission as an .Vrmy Officer ^
For Information About the Army Health Professions
Scholarship Program Contact:

PALAZZO

Sergeant John Stoner
^1 -
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U.S. Army Southern California Health Care Team
(626) 535-9711 or (877) 721-3194
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Poly m en’s tennis players
receive A ll-B ig W est h onors
the Lafayette, Calif., native was 1414 and M-1 1 in dual matches when
he led ('al Foly to a No. 1 seeding
in the Big West Tournament last
week.
Young, a native of 1)urban. South
Africa, posted an overall record of
IS-16 and 12-11 in dual matches
with most of his phiy coming at the
No. 2 position, where he was S-4.
The doubles team of Baca and
Roybal teamed to post a 13-9
record at the No. 1 doubles position
and compiled an overall record of
20-1 2 .
The team of Young and Foy
recorded a record of 14-6 in dual
matches with 7-3 records at both
the Nos. 2 and 3 spots. Overall, they

were 1.3-10.
Foy was named Honorable
Mention as a singles pl.iyer when he
produced a 13-10 record in dual
matches (1()-19 overall).
Foy was S-4 while pl.iying No. 3
and 3-6 at No. 4.
The team of Berger and DeWitte
w'as named Honorable Mention
with an 11-9 dual-match record
(13-9 overall). The team was 6-3
while phiying at No. 3 and 3-6 at
No. 2.
(All Foly concluded the season
with an I 1-13 overall record and 40 mark in conference play. The
Mustangs advanced to the Big West
tourney title match before falling to
UC Santa Barbara.

nected to the team. It is a stronger
leadership position.”
Her favorite softball memory w'as
continued from page 16
when
she hit her first home run
se.ison.With three years of shortstop
under her belt, ( ¡ehrke-Jones made during her junior year.
“Shippers don’t usually hit home
a challenging move as a senior. With
runs
and I pulled that one over the
her team in need of a catcher, she
fence,” Gehrke-Jones said.
g.ive up shortstop and stepped in.
This is Gehrke-Jones’ last season
“ It was a drastic change; being the
playing
for Cal Foly as she will
catcher is not all about me,”
(iehrke-Jones said. “I can tell the graduate after fall quarter with a
pitchers how their bodies are mov degree in English.
“Being a softball player in college
ing, the position is so oriented with
the rest of the team. With a more has taught me a lot,” she said. “It
central position, I feel more con makes you grow' up. It really helped

me academical
ly. It really does
teach you life
.>1
skills, how to
deal with peo
ple and take
instruction.”
(]al Foly vis
its ('al State
Fullerton
on
Jackie
Saturday
and
Sunday before Gehrke-Jones
returning home
to close the season against Facific
from May 11 to 12.

as the loudest arena in the NBA,
Golden State has to be a close sec
ond.
I wanted to hate on Warrior fans
for just jumping on this winning
train, but I can’t.
First of all, they have the “hard
est” team in all o f sports. You could
substitute Stephen Jackson (aka
Mike Tyson) for De la Hoya this
weekend and the fight wouldn’t
miss a beat.
Jackson always looks like he is
ready to snap. He has been ejected
in two of the five games so far this
series.
I love watching the Warriors
play. They h.ive no rhythm, no

ofTense, no anything, they just ball.
They have a bunch of guys who
could easily make up an And 1 mix
tape dominating the best regularseason team in the NBA.
Words of wisdom, though, to all
Warriors fans: If you do not take
care of business at home tonight,
the series is over.
If the series could be decided in
a brawl, you would h.ive it in the
bag. Since it’s decided on the floor,
you’re going to actually have to
make some smart decisions. I can’t
see the Warriors doing this, but
hey, we’ll just have to wait and see.
I’m giving 3-1 odds on Jackson
getting tossed tonight. Any takers?
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IRVIN I: — (\il l*oly senior Matt
Baca and sophomore I )arryn Young
earned .All-Big West (aMiference
First leain honors .is singles pl.iyers
and the .Must.ing combo of Kyle
Roybal and B.ica was naineil to the
first team in doubles, the Big West
office announced Wednesday.
C'al Foly’s Rob Foy was named
Honorable Mention in singles and
the doubles team ofYoung and Foy
was named to the doubles second
team. The doubles team of Nick
Berger and Fred DeWitte was
named Flonorable Mention.
Baca earned first-team honors
when he posted an S-1 1 record
while pl.iying No. I singles. Overall,

Gehrke-Jones

JEFF CHIU A.S.SIX IATEI) PRt.S,S

(lolden State Warriors point guard Baron Davis hopes his team will
he able to experience the same kind of pandemonium after his team’s
Ciame 5 win, shown above, tonight when the Warriors host the Dallas
Mavericks for Came 6 of their Western Conference first-round NBA
playoff series. Golden State leads 3-2 and can win the series tonight.

Warriors
continued from page 16

ry books with one of the most
stunning upsets in NBA history,
one that w ould’ve been even
sweeter for Nelson because o f his
running feud with Mavericks
owner Mark Cuban.
Instead, Dallas star
Dirk
Nowitzki brought his team back,
m the game and possibly the
series.
He scored 12 points in a l.S-0,
game-ending run. Colden State
make things worse on itself by
missing eight straight shots and
seeing players lose their composure.
First, Jason Kichardson got tan
gled with a fan after missing a shot
and falling out of bounds in the
final minute. Then, with S.9 sec
onds left, Stephen Jackson was
ejected for the second tune this
series, albeit for the mere offense
of clapping.
“We had our opportunities to
I lose out the series and we didn’t.” .
Warriors star Baron D.ivis said.
“Some unfortunate circumstances
took away from the game itself,
but overall we feel good going
home. ... It was difTicult last night
and it’s going to be difTicult
Thursd.iy, but we feel like we can
do I t . ”
NBA spokesman Tim Frank said
\Vednesd.iy that Jackson would not
be punished by the le.igue beyond
the “substantial” fine already levied
by Nelson. Frank also said an
investigation into Kichardson’s
incident w'as ongoing.
The Warriors can’t afford to lose
any player — Richardson or do-itall reserve Matt Barnes, who hurt a
hamstring in the first quarter of
the last game. Nelson uses only
eight players and said he’d ask others to play more rather than relying on someone at the end of the

bench, which would make fatigue
an issue, especially if there’s a
Came 7 in Dallas on Saturday
night.
“It’s just real, real tight,’’ Barnes
said Wednesday, w’atching from the
sideline while teammates were
shooting. “ I’m going to be in the
treatment room once we get back
to Oakland all day and all night.
I’ll be ready to go.’’
The Mavs also spent the night
in Dallas, but decided to work out
at the Warriors’ arena, where they
are 0-4 this season and sure to be
greeted Thursday night by 20,000
bins wearing yellow “We Believe”
T-shirts.
“We just wanted to get here and
shoot a little bit,” Spurs coach
Avery Johnson said following
practice. “This is the place tomor
row we’re having our biggest game
of the season.”
Johnson praised his team for
showing their mental toughness in
(»ame 3.
Now he wants to see them pl.iy
a dominant game from start to fin
ish.
“We’re a hungry team,” All-Star
forward Josh Howard said. “We
know what we want to do, where
we want to get to.”
The ne.\t game or two will
show whether Colden State sim
ply picked a bad time to go cold in
Came 5 or whether the pressure
became too much for the Warriors
— as the Mavs tried telling them
the day before, when they talked
up the difficulty of closing out a
scries.
Devin Harris kept up the mind
games Thursday.
“We still have a big job to do,”
Harris said. “All the pressure is on
them. They’ve got us against the
wall 3-2.”
Said Barnes: “We’re not even
supposed to be here, so we don’t
h.ave no pressure.”

Johnny
continued from page 16

This fight is going to live up to
all the hype.
As someone who enjoys boxing
more than UFC, I recommend this
fight to everyone. The two fighters
genuinely hate each other. I’ll
guarantee if you w'atch the show,
you’ll order the fight. Trust me,
watch the show!
Last but not least, I have to give
a little love to the Golden State
Warriors.
Let’s be honest — the best fans
in the world reside in Northern
('alifornia. If Sacramento is known

Spurs finish
off N u^ets
Elizabeth W hite

EXPERIENCE FOR
YOUR RESUME.
MONEY FOR COLLEGE.

ASS<H l A l i n I’KISS

SAN ANTONIO — Mich.iel
Finley set a San Antonio playoff
record with eight 3-pointers
Wednesday night and the Spurs
advanced
to
the
Western
('onference semifin.ils with a 93-7S
victory over the Denver Nuggets.
Finley finished with 26 points,
Tim Duncan had 23 points and 12
rebounds andlbny Parker added 16
points and 10 assists for the thirdseeded Spurs, who dmpped Game
1 to the Nuggets at home before
winning the next four in the firstround series.
It was a virtual repeat of 2(M)3,
when the Spurs lost Game 1 at
home before wrinning the next four
to eliminate Denver.
“Stay with the concept,” Finley
said. “Stay with the team philoso
phy. As long as we do that, we’ll be
successful.”

M'
SlTMitlwiitaf yotir iwrtBMl tUUs i» m ( Ow m tf
iMiwtt «f loNiiniitti« RmtY R«Mrra Tou cm also
racaivt casti bowisas ami immay for coUcfa tf
Ytu aaaltty. ysu can racaiva a $20,000 EnNstmaat
•amis. $20.010 CeHafa laaa Rapaymant ar $23.000
(rasi tiia Army Canata Fano. FM aut aura at
OOARMYRESERVE CON ar I IOO-USA ARMY.

Ask about the
ARMY
COLLEGE
FUND

WHO: Sergeant 1st Class Angel Sinclair (805) 543 - 9410
WHEN: MoMlay - Saturday
WHERE: 3860 Broad Street

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
San Luis Obispo, CA
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U C R m ens hoops hires new head coach; L B S U signs center to L O I
ASSOC I A l i l ) I’ k E S S

KIVERSIDE — Jim Wooldridge,
most recently the head coach at
Kansas State for six seasons, was
hired Wednesday as men s basketball
cH)ach at UC Riverside.
The 51-year-old Wooldridge has
coached at the collegiate or profes
sional level for 29 years. Before
coaching at Kansas State, he was the
head coach at Central Missouri

State, Texas State and Louisiana
Tech. He also served as an assistant
coach to Tim Floyd with the
Chicago Bulls in the 1998-99 and
1999-2000 seasons.
Wooldridge was fired at Kansas
State in March 2006 after the
Wildcats completed a 15-13 season.
His Kansas State teams were 83-90.
The Wildcats had winning records
in each of his last two seasons after
six straight losing seasons.

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Suited
5 Push
10 Oracula's
inspiration,
traditionally
14 One in a line
15 •Fantabulous!”
16 ■___Dancer”
(1973 Nureyev
documentary)

35 ‘W h at___"
(1996 Sublime
hit)
36 Orders of “draw
one” at a diner
37 Mid secondcentury date
36 Ccistellaneta. the
voice of Homer
o n “The
Simpsons"

17 “Case closed!"

39 Meat-andpotatoes

20 Only so far

40 Rationed

21 Player with the
first retired
number in
baseball

41

22 Camera type:
Abbf.

46 Dish you might
flip over

23 Common time to
start on a trip

49 Irish oath

24 “Case dosed!”
31 If 8 not to be
believed

56 Subject of some
Thomas Moore
poetry

32 Kind of kitchen

57 Bit of din

33 Hunky-dory

58 Homme d'___

X^ase dosed!”

44 Consanguineous
45 Soooby-___

54 “Case dosed!’

Edited by Will Shortz

59 Result of a
schism
British guns

___" (old TV
sign-off)
“Nightline"
competitor,
informally
“Gloria allEgitto*
opera
Tricky tennis
stroke
A Gandhi
“Count___!•
History, with
the"
Common Latm
abbr.
1984 and 1988
Olympic diving
gold medalist
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White
continued from page 16

When the law passed in 1972,
White attended meetings and worked
with students to help put the federal
law into place.Title IX states that men
and women must have equal access to
educational programs and athletics
that are funded by the government.
Today, thanks to the effort of
White, Pellaton and others, things are
different.
“People know who (women ath
letes) are now,” Pellaton said. “People
arc beginning to say, ‘hey, these giris

ÎT

7T

ST”

19 Attach, as a
patch

V ^

ar
P u til« Sy Karan M. Tkecav

28 Lifeboat aan e
40 Exhibit extreme
29 Modesto wine
anticipation
name since 1933 42 Agenfs roster
30 Stay up?
34 Jason of the
NBA.

___artist,
sound-effects
specialist

Freeman
led
Clackamas
Community C'ollege to the 2007
NWAACC championship, averag
ing 18.1 points and 14.4 rebounds.
Cdackamas had a 29-4 record.
“ We are extremely excited to sign
a player of Brian’s caliber,” Dan
Monson, hired as coach of the 49ers
6-10 Ju C o tran sfer c en ter last month, said in a statement issued
Freem an signs w ith 49ers
Wednesday. “Fortunately, he was still
LONG BEACH — Brian available. He adds versatility to our
Freeman, a 6-foot-10 center from front line and he’s a very good face
Oregon City, Ore., has signed a up shooter.”
national letter o f intent to attend
Freeman will have two years of
Long Beach State.
eligibility at Long Beach State.
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1 “Good-night,
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department.
“At the same time, he will be in
our community in a number of
ways and he will serve as a wonder
ful ambassador of his program, our
department of athletics and our uni
versity.”
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“The Secret of
NIMH” figures

10 Companion of
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Wooldridge has a 312-237 record
in 19 years as a college head coach.
He didn’t coach this past season.
“Jim Wooldridge brings a wealth
of knowledge about what it takes to
build a program and to position a
team to not only compete, but to
win,” Stan Morrison, the UC
Riverside director of athletics, said
in a statement.“His single focus will
be immediately apparent to his play
ers, assistants, and colleagues in the
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are really good!’ It has really opened
up. People are beginning to recognize
the importance of women’s athletics.
Look at w’omen’s basketball today, for
instance. Before, women would have
never had these opportunities.”
White’s early efforts were a precur
sor to the direction women’s athletics
are heading today. Nationally, women
athletes are being recognized, Pellaton
said. And the same can be said of stu
dent-athletes at Cal Poly.
“I’m benefiting fixrm her early
efforts,” Cone said. “In this day and
age, I am able to be a woman director
for both men’s and women’s sports.
I’m a direct beneficiary, as arc all of
our student-athletes.”
Her impact is one that extends
beyond Cal Pbly, th o u ^ . Cone said.
White was also influential in the for
mation of the Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women,
which was founded in 1971, before
the NCAA took over women’s athlet
ics. The AIAW’s primary goal was to
help women play women on other
college campuses.
Despite her illness, Pellaton said
that White was active to the end, con
tinuing to drive her car, shop at the
grocery store and even go to her gym
in Morro Bay.
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Sports
Warriors
hope Game 5
meltdown is
behind them
Dallas ran Golden State out
o f American Airlines Arena
with a 15-0, game-ending
run Tuesday. The two teams
tip off Game 6 at Oracle
Arena in Oakland at 7:30
tonight on TNT.
Jaime Aron
ASStK:iATED PRESS

DALLAS — Stay calm, get
healthy, hope the league has
mercy. Forget the last few minutes
of the previous game, ignore the
talk about how tough it is to close
out a series and look forward to
the loud love of the home crowd.
Do all that and the Golden
State Warriors will be just fine in
Game 6 against the Dallas
Mavericks tonight.
Fail in any area and the previ
ously happy-go-lucky Warriors
might have trouble finishing the
massive upset they very nearly
pulled ofFTuesday night.
“We’ll see,” Golden State coach
Don Nelson said. “We’re going to
play Game 6. We’re going to show
up.
Nelson opted to keep his
Warriors overnight in Dallas
instead of flying home following
a tough 118-112 loss in Game 5.
They returned to the Mavericks’
arena Wednesday morning for a
light workout about 10 hours
after they’d left the building.
Nelson led a slow-moving
parade to the court clutching a
cup of coffee and a bag from a
local tobacco store. His voice was
hoarse and his spirits weren’t
much better. After all, had things
gone a little differently Tuesday
night he already would’ve fired
up some of the new victory cigars
likely in his plastic sack.
Golden State turned an early
21-point deficit into a nine-point
lead with 3:20 to go.The Warriors
were that close to getting into the
second round and into the histosce Warriors, page 14

Sports Editor: Tristan Aird • mustan3da 1lysports@ 3mail.com
Assistant Sports Editor; Frank StranzI

www.mustan3daily.com;

No job too tough for
Polyps Gehrke-Jones
18) at 9-3 in
league play.
BY THE
“To go all NUMBERS
the way this
year, we just
need to main
Career stolen
tain what we
have,” Gehrke- bases for GehrkeJones said. “We Jones, fourth in
school history
have put in the
sweat, injuries
and hard work.
We can finish Career hits for
Gehrke-Jones,
this season on
seventh in school
top and leave
history
next
year’s
team with that
to build on.”
Gehrke-Jones’
Gehrkefielding percentage
Jones first got
this season
in the game at
11 years old
with the sup
port of her grandfather, who was
involved in the softball community
in her hometown o f Rancho
Cordova. When the time came to
choose her home after high school,
Gehrke-Jones immediately fell in
love with Cal Poly and Bob lanssen
Field.
With a new school also came a
new approach to her game. Her
freshman year, (Jehrke-Jones made
the switch from hitting to slapping.
Although she had practiced both
during high school, the right-han
CRAIG MANTLE MUSTANCi DAILY der was now batting left-handed
Cal Poly senior catcher Jackie Gehrke-Jones makes contact with the full-time for the Mustangs.
ball during the Mustangs’ 6-5 home loss to Big West Conference
Gehrke-Jones finished the 2006
rival UC Santa Barbara at Bob Janssen Field last Sunday.
season with a .320 average.
“My
averages
selection the last two
Jackie Gehrke-Jones has
went up last year and
years and is currently
starred as both a shortstop
I just carried over the
and catcher for the Mustangs. second on the team
confidence,” Gehrkein batting average at
Check out
Jones
said. “I am
.390.
mu8tangdally.com for a
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plate and if they hit
games against two
Tristan
Aird
discussing
Cal
me, they hit me. I
O
one can ever say opponents remaining
Poly in the NFL Draft along
have that variety in
Jackie
Gehrke-Jones in the regular season,
with the Mustangs’ basabaH
that
I can slap and
never tried anything Gehrke-Jones could
softbai, tannis, golf and
hit.”
new.
be a part of the first
track and Raid team s.
Her junior year,
The softball senior has gone fiom Big West tide in pro To listen to the 14m in u te
Gehrke-Jones
played
M P3, click on 'Play Your
a right-handed hitter to lefty and gram history.
fn>m a shortstop to catcher during
Cal Poly (34-14) is News’ or 'Podcast' under shortstop for every
Online Features.
one of the 47 games
her four-year career at Cal Poly. She currently tied atop
she took part in that
has been an All-Big West the conference stand
Conference Honorable Mention ings with Cal State Fullerton (30see Gehrke-Jones, page 14
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Pioneer for women’s athletics at Poly dies at 84
Mary Lou White coached
women’s basketball, volleyball,
softball, track and field and
fencing at Cal Poly.
Janelle Eastridge
MUSTANC; I>AILY

>

Mary Lou White, an imporunt fig
ure in the formation of Cal Poly’s
women’s athletics programs and a
longtime advocate for women’s ath
letics equity before the pa.s.sing of
Title IX, died April 9 after a brief ill
ness. She was 84.
Without White, Cal Poly athletics
would look markedly different today.
“If it wasn’t for her, women’s ath
letics wouldn’t be where it is today.
She was instrumental in working for

16
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athletics on Cal Poly’s campus,” said
Evie Pellaton, a former women’s
physical education professor and a.ssociate athletics director, who worked
with White during the 1960s and
’70s.
Pellaton described her ffjend of
more than .SO years as smart, fair,
compassionate, understanding and
concerned — “she was just all those
good things.”
These traits are reflected in White’s
accomplishments.
In 1990, White was inducted into
the C'al Poly Athletics Hall of Fall as
“the individual most responsible for
the development of women’s athletics
at C'al Poly,” according to a press
release. She was the first woman
administrator or coach to be granted

the honor.
White came to Cal Poly from
Oregon in 1961, just after the univer
sity re-admitted women.
Until she retired in 1979, White
remained active in various posts
throughout the athletics department,
including coaching volleyball, basket
ball. men’s and women’s fencing, softball and track. She also served as
department chair for women’s physi
cal education and as women’s athlet
ics director.
At the time of her retirement, she
held the position of as.sociate dean of
the now-renamed School of Human
Development and Education.
Throughout her career, she advo
cated equal rights and athletic oppor
tunities for women.

“She was a participant in sports,”
Pellaton said. “She went through the
whole thing of not getting funding or
transportation, so she knew how
important it was.”
With that mindset, White — her
self a competitive fencer and softball
player — sought to change the system
and to provide better opportunities
for women athletes in the future.
“Women’s athletics (before White’s
time) were organized loosely and
were not well-funded,” Cal Poly ath
letics director Alison Cone said.
“They didn’t really have equipment
or uniforms. They didn’t really get
what today’s athletes do.”
But all that changed with the pass
ing ofTitle IX.
see White, page 15

What a week
John MiddlekaufT
SPECIAL TO THE MUSTANC; DAILY

Great times!
Every sport imaginable is in full
swing, from the NFL Draft to
boxing. And you’d better believe
people in the Bay Area are think
ing about the NBA playoffs.
I don’t even know where to
begin.
Let’s start with those Oakland
Raiders.
W ho would have thought
Randy Moss would be on the
Patriots? That just doesn’t sound
possible to me. It’s almost surreal.
Think about the Belichick-Moss
marriage for a second. This has
the serious makings of aT.O.-type
situation.
That’s like President Bush dat
ing the lead singer of the Dixie
Chicks. You just kind of shake
your head.
But at the same time, you can’t
wait to see how it actually plays
out. This is easily the No. 1 story
going into the upcoming NFL
season.TO. is going to be so jeal
ous with his lack o f publicity, it’ll
force him to step up his antics. It’s
going to be classic.
I can’t quite figure out why the
Raiders parted ties with one of
the best receivers in the league. I
mean, just think about the room
mate combination of Cal Poly’s
own Kyle Shotwell and Moss.
Yeah, it’s probably better the
Raiders got rid o f Moss.
Quick side note, never been a
big Raider guy, but if Shotwell
makes the squad, I might have to
jump on the bandwagon.
Speaking o f jumping off the
bandwagon, let’s talk about every
team when it comes to Brady
Quinn. I can only imagine the
letdown on Groupie Avenue in
Miami when the Dolphins didn’t
take Quinn.
But if you thought the NFL did
a good job o f marketing its prod
uct during the draft, you haven’t
seen
the
Floyd
Mayweather/Oscar De la Hoya
show on HBO. After watching the
show, I couldn’t be more fired up
for the fight. By putting this show
on right after “Entourage,” the
promoters probably just doubled
their audience.
I find myself anticipating this
reality show more than Ari and
Vince. Whoever put this show
together is helping to place this
fight and boxing on the map.
see Johnny, page 14

